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ABSTRACT

Steganography is the science of hiding secret information in
other
non-suspicious
information
allowing
secret
communication between parties. The steganographic process
consists of secret information, the carrier file and steganographic
algorithm. Each carrier has its own characteristics which affects
the steganographic algorithm. However, what differentiates a
steganographic algorithm from another is the efficiency for data
hiding in the carrier. An algorithm is more efficient if it hides
more secret information while maintaining the quality of the
carrier. This paper compares different parameters that affect
efficiency of LSB and PVD algorithms, impact of carrier type,
format, and size. All these analyzes were done using
SteganoFIEK application, developed in the framework of this
paper, for experimental purposes. Furthermore, SteganoFIEK
implementation of LSB is compared against other open-source
applications.

Keywords: Steganography, Steganalysis, LSB, PVD,
Efficiency, Security.

1. INTRODUCTION
Long time ago, when people began to communicate, there
was a need for secret communication. Secret
communication can be established in one of the two forms:
steganography or cryptography. Comparing the two,
steganography is older and it first appeared in primitive
forms. Then, some more advanced forms of secret
communication appeared, in form of cryptography. While
cryptography scrambles the content of secret information,
making it available only for the intended recipient, it does
not hide the existence of secret communication.
Steganography on the other hand, hides the existence of
the secret message in a specific medium.

Steganography is the art of secret writing or the science of
hiding secret information in harmless information.
Steganography through various algorithms conceals secret
information in carrier file of types, such as text, images,
video, audio, and even software. Whereas steganalysis is
the science which tries to detect secret information in a
stegano object. Steganalysis has a big impact in
development of new algorithms as well as improving
existing techniques in steganography.
The word steganography comes from Greek, steganos
“covered” and graphein “writing.” The German author
Johannes Trithemius is the first to use this term, in his
work “Steganographia” in 1499 [1]. The ancient Greeks
were the first to use steganographic methods to hide
secret messages, Herodotus among them. He shaved the
head of his slaves and tattooed a message on it and as
soon as the hair had grown back, the slave was sent to the
recipient [2]. Many steganographic methods were used
during World Wars, using invisible inks, microdots, null
ciphers using Morse Code or other textual methods [3].
Before the 1990s, digital steganography was not
considered as a science, but only as a set of methods for
hiding secret messages for personal purposes. After this
period, the number of scientific research and application
about steganography and steganalysis has increased,
culminating in 2001-2002, due to 9/11 terrorist attacks in
the United States of America. At that time, it was rumored
that terrorists had used steganographic methods to plan
these attacks [4]. In Fig. 1 is shown the growing number
of scientific research about steganography and
steganalysis, from 1996 to 2016 in the IEEE digital
library.
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which most of the times are not related, watermarking
hides secret message, related to the carrier [1]. The
comparison between the three systems is shown in Table
1.
Table 1: Steganography vs Cryptography vs Watermarking
Steganography

Cryptography

Watermarking

Secret
communication
Hides the
commination

Secret
communication

Secret
communication

Hides the messages

Hides copyright data

Invisible
Fig. 1. The number of scientific research in IEEE

One can summarize that the main goal of steganography
is to hide a message m in carrier file (image, audio, or
video file type) denoted as c, to obtain new file denoted as
c’, practically indistinguishable from c, by people, in such
a way that a third party cannot detect the presence of m in
c'. Steganography is a form of secret communication,
same as the watermarking technique. Watermarking hides
author or other related information in the carrier. The
hidden information can be used to prevent illegal
distribution or check the integrity of the intellectual
property. One can summarize that the main goal of
watermarking is to hide a message m in carrier file (image,
audio, or video file type) denoted as c, to obtain new file
denoted as c’, practically indistinguishable from c, by
people, in such a way that a third party cannot remove or
replace m in c'. In Fig. 2, is shown the relation between
steganography and watermarking.

Visible

Non-common
technology
Many data formats

Common technology
Little data formats

Depends on the
purpose
Non-common
technology
Many data formats

2. STEGANOGRAPHIC PROCESS AND
ALGORITHMS
There are at least three components in the steganographic
process, as shown in Fig. 3: (i) the secret information,
which will be hidden, (ii) the carrier or the medium,
which will be used to transmit the secret information, and
(iii) the steganographic algorithm, which embeds the
secret information into the carrier.

Fig. 3. A simple steganographic process

Fig. 2. Directions within steganography [5]

The science of steganography, together with cryptography
and watermarking are part of the secret communication
system. Steganography and cryptography can be used
together in some application, but they are different from
each other. In cryptography, everyone is aware of the
secret communication, whereas in steganography only the
sender and receiver are aware of the communication.
Cryptography hides or encrypts the secret message,
whereas steganography hides the communication.
Steganography differs from watermarking in its usage.
While steganography hides secret message in the carrier,

The main purpose of the steganographic process is to hide
the secret message in the carrier, without introducing
different artefacts or degrading the quality of the carrier.
But, there are a lot of carrier type, carrier formats,
different carrier dimensions or length, and different
steganographic algorithms. The challenge raises not only
understanding the steganographic process, but also to take
into consideration each parameter and its impact in the
efficiency of this process.
The steganographic algorithm is one of the main
components of the process. There are a lot of algorithms,
some developed for a specific carrier, some for hiding
more data, some to be more secure against different
attacks and some to be more robust against carrier
processing. Three main aspect, that determine the
advantages and disadvantages of an algorithm are [3]:
1.

Capacity represents the amount of secret information
that can be hidden in each carrier. Some applications
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2.

3.

implement steganographic algorithms that hide
smaller amounts of information, such as
identification numbers or copyright information.
Some other applications, however, are designed to
hide a larger amount of information, such as images
or audio files in other multimedia carriers.
Security represents the possibility of detecting and
understanding secret information using steganalytical
algorithms. Therefore, steganographic algorithms
must be implemented in such a way that unauthorized
persons do not detect the eventual presence of secret
information, especially the ability to find and
understand information content. This is achieved, like
in cryptography using secret keys or other input
parameters.
Robustness shows the amount of change that a carrier
file can withstand before the secret information is
destroyed. Robustness is directly linked to the quality
of stego-object. The quality of the stego-object
represents the ratio between the object before and
after the steganographic process or how much is
degraded the quality of carrier after hiding the secret
information. In some cases, high robustness is
required, depending on hidden information or
algorithm implementation.

22

hiding used the unused part of a Word document,
with nearly undetectable alteration in the file [8].
Two main steganographic algorithms used for
comparison, are Least Significant Bit (LSB) and PixelValue Differencing (PVD), both substitution techniques
in the spatial domain.

1.1 LSB Algorithm
Least Significant Bit or LSB algorithm is one of the
simplest steganographic algorithm, commonly used
because of its simplicity. LSB uses the bits that have the
least impact on the carrier for hiding secret information.
The image medium consists of pixels and each pixel is
formed by the values of three basic colors, red, green and
blue. Each color is encoded with 8 bits, as presented in
Fig. 4, which provides 256 different values for a certain
color. The LSB algorithm uses the last bit of each color,
because the last bit affects less the eventual color shades.

There are a lot of steganographic algorithms based on the
type of carrier, which can be [6]:
-

-

-

Images
The widespread of images in the today digital world,
makes them as the most used carrier type in
steganographic process, hence images algorithms
dominate. Image steganographic algorithms are
categorized as: Substitution techniques in spatial
domain, transform domain techniques, spread
spectrum techniques, statistical techniques and
distortion techniques. In [7], the authors evaluated
most used image algorithms, and from the analysis
done, good characteristics of steganographic systems
were defined and raised some challenges for future
research.
Audio
Audio files are also used a lot as carrier, because they
have a characteristic redundancy and certain format
to hide secret information. The main categories of
audio steganography are: low-bit encoding, phase
encoding, spread spectrum coding and echo data
hiding.
Text
Text based steganography uses text as a carrier and
tries to hide information in words, punctuation or in
spaces. Text steganographic algorithms are
categorized as: format based, statistical generations
and linguistic techniques. Novel approach for data

Fig. 4 Color bit representation of an image [5]

Other variants tend to hide information in more bits, to
hide greater amount of information, without degrading the
quality of the image. The number of bits from secret
information hidden in a pixel represents the capacity. If
the algorithm hides n bits per pixel, the capacity can be
calculated using the Eq. (1):
Capacity (LSB) = Width (image) × Height (image) × n bit

(1)

For an image with dimensions 100×100 pixels, and hiding
3 bits, i.e. n = 3, the maximum capacity of secret
information that can be hidden is C = 100×100×3 bit =
3’750 byte = 3,75 Kbyte.
LSB is one of the simplest methods for hiding
information, which at the same time represents the
greatest weakness of this algorithm. LSB is not immune
to smaller image changes like compression, cropping or
other image processing methods [9].
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1.2 PVD Algorithm
Pixel-Value Differencing or PVD algorithm was first
proposed by Da-Chun Wu and Wen-Hsinag Tsai, from
the University of Taiwan in 2002 [10]. The PVD
algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. This algorithm uses the
visual perception of the sense of human eye.
The algorithm begins by dividing the image into twopixel blocks, pi and pi+1, which do not intersect. The color
value in each block is denoted as gi and gi+1, and the value
d is the absolute value of the difference between the
values | gi and gi+1|. The values d of each block is stored
in an array R, which will have the range 0 to 255. And it’s
the value of d that tells the location in the images, where
the secret information bits will be hidden. For greater
value of d, there is more secret information, therefore the
location is near the edges, and for smaller value of d,
there is smaller amount of information, therefore it will be
hidden in the center. This information is the most
important part of this algorithm because the edge area of
the image tolerates more changes than the inner area, as
presented in Fig. 5.

uk is the maximum value of array R and lk is the minimum
value of R.
In block B will be hidden the sub stream n from the array
S. The new value d’ from the new sub stream b, using the
Eq. (3):
d’ = - (lk +b)
d’ = lk +b

d<0
d≥0

In the image will be written the new value b, using the d’
value. And the algorithm ends when all bits from the bit
array of secret information are hidden in the image [10].

3. STEGANOFIEK – IMPLEMENTING
LSB AND PVD ALGORITHM
The digital steganographic process today is done using
steganographic applications. There are a lot of different
steganographic and steganalytical application in the
market, free and paid, closed and open source. Each
application has its own advantages and disadvantages,
depending on the number of algorithms, carrier types,
efficiency of data hiding and other options.
SteganoFIEK is the application developed in the
framework of this paper, to analyze the efficiency and the
impact of each parameter in the steganographic process.
SteganoFIEK is named based on the name of our faculty,
i.e. Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering – in
Albanian language “Fakulteti i Inxhinerisë Elektrike dhe
Kompjuterike - FIEK”. SteganoFIEK is an open source
application, developed as Windows Form application,
using C# as the programming language. The source code
is hosted in GitHub and can be found in:
https://github.com/petritrama-unipr/steganoFIEK.
SteganoFIEK compares algorithms and carriers, analyzing
key parameters such as capacity, robustness and security
against steganalytical attacks against the steganographic
protocol. SteganoFIEK will be compared with other free
steganographic applications as well, found on the market,
for experimental purposes. SteganoFIEK has a simple
interface, which is divided in two parts as presented in Fig.
6.

Fig. 5. PVD algorithm [10]

The secret information should be converted in a stream of
bits, to hide it in the image. The number of bits n, that will
be hidden in a block, will be calculated using the Eq. (2):
n = log2 (uk – lk +1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 6. The steganographic and steganalysis process using
SteganoFIEK
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The part for the steganography process and the part for
the stegano-analysis process. The part of the application
for steganography applies two steganographic algorithms,
LSB and PVD for hiding secret messages in Bitmap
images and WAVE audio files. In addition, SteganoFIEK
attempts to find the eventual presence of hidden messages
in Bitmap images and WAVE audio files, using the same
steganographic algorithms, LSB and PVD. Fig. 6
illustrates the steganographic and steganalysis process
using SteganoFIEK. SteganoFIEK interface is simple,
with two tabs, one for the steganography and the other for
steganalysis. The first step in the process of hiding secret
information is the image or audio file selection. After
selecting the carrier, some additional information about
carrier are shown, such as the media type (Bitmap Image
or Wave Audio), image size, audio size and the length in
bytes. The second step is choosing the steganographic
algorithm, LSB or PVD, if the selected carrier is an image.
The third step is selecting a text file, whose content is
supposed to be hidden in the image or audio, with one of
the steganographic methods. The steganographic process
starts by pressing the Hide… button. If this process has
been successful, the application displays a dialog that
announces the successful completion of this process to the
user.
The steganalysis process, is nearly identical. The first step
is selecting the stego object, image or audio file for the
steganalytical process. Then, the user has the possibility
of selecting LSB or PVD as steganalytical algorithms.
The steganalytical process begins by pressing the Analyze
and Extract… button and if this process has been
successful, the application displays a dialog that
announces the successful completion of this process.

-

Implementing LSB Algorithm

Each application has its own implementation for the
algorithm, depending on the security, capacity or
robustness. SteganoFIEK converts the secret message
secretText in array of bits, and hides 1 bit in each color R,
G, B byte, 3 bits in each Pixel. The pseudo-code of LSB is
simple as shown in Code 1.
FOR i←0 TO Image.Height
FOR j←0 TO Image.Width
Pixel ← Image.GetPixel(i, j)
R ← Pixel.R - Pixel.R % 2
G ← Pixel.G - Pixel.G % 2
B ← Pixel.B - Pixel.B % 2
IF (indexSecret < secretText.Length) THEN
R ← R + secretText[indexSecret] % 2
indexSecret++;
IF (indexSecret < secretText.Length) THEN
G ← G + secretText[charIndex] % 2
indexSecret++;
IF (indexSecret < secretText.Length) THEN
B ← B + secretText[indexSecret] % 2
indexSecret++;

24

Image.SetPixel(i, j, Color(R, G, B))

Code 1 LSB implementation in SteganoFIEK

-

Implementing PVD Algorithm

The PVD algorithm is more complex, because it has more
parameters that need to be implemented. The code begins
by processing the first block or the first two pixels p1 and
p2. By finding the absolute difference d, shown in Code 2,
the algorithm finds the location where the bit from the
secret message bit array will be hidden.

d ← Math.Abs( p1[index]-p2[index] )
optimalRange ← grayRange(d)

Code 2 Calculating the parameter d

Next, the optimalRange will be calculated, which tells the
range of pixels where the secret bits will be hidden. The
pseudo-code implementation of function grayRange() is
shown in Code 3.
FUNCTION grayRange(d) {
gray_range ← ARRAY INT[2];
IF (7 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 0
gray_range[1] ← 7 }
ELSE IF (15 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 8
gray_range[1] ← 15 }
ELSE IF (31 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 16
gray_range[1] ← 31 }
ELSE IF (63 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 32
gray_range[1] ← 63 }
ELSE IF (127 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 64
gray_range[1] ← 127 }
ELSE IF (255 >= d) {
gray_range[0] ← 128
gray_range[1] ← 255 }
return gray_range; }

Code 3 Implementation of grayRange()

The algorithm ends, when all the bits from secret text are
hidden, i.e. injected, in the image.
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4. STEGANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Steganalysis is the science that tries to detect secret
information in a stegano object. If the presence of secret
information is proven, all the steganographic protocols are
broken. The purpose of steganalysis is not to find the
content of the message, but only to determine if secret
communication exists. It is the purpose of forensic
steganalysis to find the content of secret message [1]. If
the attacker has access to the original image, attacks on
stego-medium are divided into three categories:
Visual attacks using the free eye or computer
techniques for finding secret information,
(ii) Statistical attacks try to find the difference between
the two images, thus being able to detect even the
smallest changes in the medium, and
(iii) Structural attacks that study changes in the carrier
structure for the eventual presence of secret
information.
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If the attacker has access to the original images, he can
compare the two images, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) values of them or their histograms, as shown in
Fig. 8.

(i)

There are three types of steganalysis: (i) targeted, (ii)
blind, and (iii) semi-blind. If the steganalysis is specific to
a sort of steganographic algorithm or the carrier format,
then this is targeted steganalysis. Targeted analysis is
more advanced and more successful, but on the other
hand it is non-flexible, because when the steganography
algorithm is changed, the results of the same steganalysis
technique are no longer valid. The other type is blind or
universal steganalysis, which by default receives the
general cases of more than one steganographic algorithm
or medium format. This method is less advanced but is
more flexible and can be used against many
steganographic algorithms. In [11] neural network is used
for classification, using entropy and Discrete Wavelet
Transform to gather frequency and spatial information.
But there are also semi-blind methods that try to combine
the advantages of the two methods [6].
There are different kind of steganalytical attacks on
algorithms. The attack on LSB is simple, one can extract
last bit of each pixel and try to find hints or even the
entire secret message, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Attacks using histogram

The quality of the image before and after hiding process
will be measured using the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio or
PSNR value. PSNR represents the ratio between the
maximum power of a signal and the noise affecting its
quality. Usually used for measuring image quality after
compression. Higher PSNR value usually indicates higher
image quality, while lower PSNR value indicates lower
quality [12]. PSNR will be calculated using the Eq. (4):
PSNR = 10 log10 × p2peak/MSE

(4)

Ppeak – the maximum input signal
MSE – Mean Square Error

Image histogram is the numerical representation or the
distribution of each color in a given image, first
introduced by Karl Pearson [13]. The histogram
horizontal axis represents the different colors, whereas the
left part represents the dark or black colors, while the
right part shows the bright or white colors. The vertical
axis indicates the number of pixels of that color for each
part of the image. The histogram of a darker image has
more points on the left side of the histogram, while for a
brighter image, most points are on the right part of
histogram.

-

LSB vs. PVD in SteganoFIEK

The first experiment will compare the efficiency of LSB
against PVD. Three images of the famous Albanian
Franciscan, poet, politician and a translator pater Gjergj
Fishta, with different dimension will be used as test
images, shown in Fig. 9. His masterpiece “Lahuta e
Malcis” (used in test cases as secret file) contains more
than ten thousand lines and is considered the "Albanian
Iliad" [14].

Fig. 7. Attack against LSB
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-

Gray-Scale Images
SteganoFIEK

vs.

Color

Images

in

Some algorithms are developed only for gray-scaled
images and some specially for color images. Those two
types of algorithms differ because of the value of pixels in
gray-scaled images and color images. But, the experiment
shows that, if there is a difference in the implementation
of LSB and PVD, for two types of images. Eight images
will be used, four gray-scaled and the same four-color
images, shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 Test images used in the experiment

The first case will test the capacity, or the maximum
amount of information hidden from both algorithms.
Those results are shown in Table 2. The Table 2 shows
that PVD hides more data, roughly 50% more than LSB,
regardless of the image dimensions. PVD is more robust
against steganalytical attacks, it is more efficient, and it
hides more data than LSB.
Table 2: LSB vs PVD, maximum amount of information

Algorithm

300 × 400

600 × 750

1600 × 2200

LSB

43.9 KB

164.8 KB

1’289 KB

PVD

65.4 KB

246.3 KB

1’917 KB

Fig. 10. Test images in the experiment

In Table 5 are shown the compared results and its shows
that it is irrelevant if the carrier is gray-scaled or color,
because both algorithms, LSB and PVD hides the same
amount of information. This lies in the implementation of
LSB and PVD, and not from the algorithms.

But, PVD degrades the quality of the images, more the
LSB. The PSNR values from the above experiment are
shown in Table 3 and it shows that images from the PVD
algorithm have lower value than LSB. It’s also visible in
Table 4, where the histogram of the images from the
experiment are shown.

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

LSB

33

33

96

96

164

164

219

219

Table 3: PSNR values of the images

PVD

41

41

143

143

246

246

329

329

Algorithm

300 × 400

600 × 750

1600 × 2200

LSB

55.03

55.10

53.22

PVD

40.80

41.28

40.17

Table 5: The amount of information hidden (in KB)
dog.bmp

lena.bmp

fishta.bmp

airplane.bmp

Also, in this experiment, PVD hides more information
than LSB. But, in the aspect of quality, from Table 6,
PSNR values form PVD are lower, which indicates lower
quality, than LSB.

Table 4: Histogram of the images

Image

Original

LSB

Table 6: PSNR values

PVD
dog.bmp

lena.bmp

fishta.bmp

airplane.bmp

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

LSB

52.5

54.6

52.5

54.5

52.5

55.1

52.5

54.7

PVD

45.7

46.4

50.2

43.5

44.8

43.9

44.3

44.1

But, in another case, in all the images in experiment, is
hidden a fixed amount of information of 6.51 KB of data.
From Table 7, PVD has scored better results, with higher
PSNR values than LSB.
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Table 7: PSNR vales, fixed amount of information
dog.bmp

lena.bmp

fishta.bmp

airplane.bmp

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

Gray

Color

LSB

51.3

52.8

51.2

52.6

51.1

52.9

51.1

52.8

PVD

53.9

54.3

58.8

59.3

61.0

61.0

62.5

62.1

Histogram of the images in the experiment are shown in
Table 8, which shows the PVD has left more artefacts on
the image, and its more visible for the trained eye.
Table 8: Histogram of the images

Image

Original

LSB

PVD

Comparing
SteganoFIEK
Steganographic Applications

with

other

There are many applications in market, that hides
information in a carrier or analyses them for eventual
hidden information using steganographic protocols. Some
of them are free of charge, open source and some are
paid. They primarily differ in the number of
steganographic algorithms implemented and the types of
carrier they support. Some offer more functionalities
except stegano-graphy, like encryption, password, or
other options.
This section compares SteganoFIEK application with
other steganographic application available in the market.
The application selected for comparison are: S-Tools [15],
SilentEye [16], OpenPuff [17], StgP [18] and SteganoG
[19]. In the Table 9 is shown the comparison between
them. Only SteganoFIEK has implemented two
algorithms, LSB and PVD, and offer BMP images and
WAV audio as carrier.
Table 9: The comparison between the applications

S-Tools

Image
s
Types

Audi
o
Types

Disc
Spac
e

BMP,
GIF

WAV

362
KB

Encryptio
n
IDEA,
DES,
3DES,
MDC
AES128,
AES256

Algorith
m

LSB

JPEG,
BMP
BMP,
JPG,
PNG

WAV

6,65
MB

AIFF,
MP3,
WAV

496
KB

Yes

N/A

StgP

BMP

-

577
KB

Yes

N/A

SteganoG

BMP

-

244
KB

RC4,
Blow-fish,
Tea

LSB

SteganoFIE
K

BMP

WAV

1,74
MB

(not yet)

LSB and
PVD

SilentEye
OpenPuff

LSB

As presented in Table 9, LSB is the algorithm
implemented from all the applications selected for
analyzing. The efficiency will be measured by injecting
the maximum amount of information in five different
images, shown in Fig. 11, all with different dimensions,
measuring the aspect of capacity of each application.

Fig. 11. Test images in the experiment
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The amount of secret information that each application
can hide in test images is shown in Table 10. The PSNR
value tells the efficiency of images, before and after
hiding the secret information, which are presented in
Table 11 and graphically in Fig. 12.
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Table12: PSNR values of images
Original

S-Tools

SilentEye

OpenPuff

StgP

SteganoG SteganoFIE
K

Table10: The comparison between the applications
S-Tools

SilentEye

OpenPuff

StgP

SteganoG

SteganoFIEK

test42_1

36.1 KB

117 KB

3.5 KB

15.5 KB

70.5 KB

17.6 KB

test42_2

151.1 KB

454 KB

11.7 KB

55.4 KB

255 KB

63.6 KB

test42_3

100.7 KB

289 KB

8.1 KB

37.7 KB

171.7 KB

42.9 KB

test42_4

4.2 MB

11.7 MB

21.7 KB

83.1 KB

384 KB

95.9 KB

test42_5

1.1 MB

3.3 MB

33.5 KB

424.4 KB

1.88 MB

482 KB

Table11: PSNR values of images
S-Tools

SilentEye

OpenPuff

1

2

StgP

SteganoG3

SteganoFIEK4

test42_1

54.91

40.85

61.17

61.36

34.07

54.58

test42_2

54.45

41.55

60.88

61.66

35.34

54.47

test42_3

54.48

41.72

60.82

61.62

34.74

54.52

test42_4

54.50

41.85

60.32

61.63

34.98

54.51

test42_5

52.63

39.38

57.03

61.64

33.11

52.57

In Table 12 is shown the histogram of the original test
image and the image after hiding secret information. The
Table 12 confirms the results from the experiment, where
visually is seen that SteganoG and SilentEye have the
worst results, whereas SteganoFIEK has left some artefact,
but the results are good.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 12. PSNR values from the experiment

As shown in Table 10, SilentEye hides the maximum
amount of information, followed by SteganoG, S-Tools
and SteganoFIEK. But, this amount degrades the quality
of images, measured using the PSNR values. In Table 11
and graphically shown in Fig. 12, the PSNR shows that
StgP and OpenPuff has the best quality of images, but
which hides the least amount of information.
SteganoFIEK has been efficient, maintaining the balance
between capacity and efficiency of steganographic
process.

1

SilentEye options - Media’s encoding format: BMP; Image Quality: normal
OpenPuff options - Bit selection options: Bitmap (50% - Maximum)
SteganoG options - Hiding data in: 4 bit/byte
4
SteganoFIEK options - Steganography Method: LSB – 3bit/pixel
2
3

The developed steganographic application SteganoFIEK
has enabled comparison between algorithms, different
carriers or applications and different parameters.
SteganoFIEK has provided a clearer picture of the overall
steganographic and steganalytical process, the secret
information hiding process in different carriers and the
advantages of each technique for different carriers.
LSB and PVD were two algorithms that were the subject
of comparison. LSB is simple algorithm, which uses the
least significant bits of the carrier for hiding secret
information. In the other hand, PVD hides more
information in the edges of an image, increasing the
capacity of information hidden. From the experiments
conducted, PVD has been more efficient, hiding more
information and maintaining a good quality of carrier. But,
it is a user’s choice, hiding more information and
degrading the quality of the carrier, or hiding less
information in order not to rise suspicion.
SteganoFIEK, the open source application developed in
the framework of this paper, has shown good results in
the overall comparison with other steganographic
application in the market. It is an open source
steganographic and steganalytical application, developed
with C# as Window Form application. It supports two
types of carrier, Bitmap images and Wave audio files.
LSB and PVD are the steganographic algorithms
implemented.
As future work remains adding more image and audio
types, such as video files. Other options shall be added,
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such as encryption and password protection of secret
information. New algorithms will extend the range of
experiments and will clarify even more the whole
steganographic process.
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